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Abstract 

Digital imaging are used extensively by physicians during different stages of the disease diagnosis and treatment process. In the 

medical field, noise occurs in the image between two states, in the acquisition phase and transmission. Noise is introduced into the 

acquisition phase. In the acquisition phase, manufacturing defects, improper functioning of internal components, failure of minute 

parts, manual processing errors of electronic scanning devices, and so on are identified. In image processing, medical images are 

destroyed by different types of noise. It is important to get a precise picture and accurately observe the correspondence. Removal 

of noise from medical images is currently a very difficult problem in the field of medical imaging; here carry out the study of 

Speckle noise and Rician Noise from the Medical Image.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Digital Medical imaging has become important part for diagnostics. Various medical imaging models or processes are developed 

for various applications in recent years. These modalities are used to obtain images are used to examine the human body structure. 

MRI, City Scan, X-rays, Today these are the most popular modalities to diagnose many diseases. However, these suffer from a 

modality called noise problems. All modalities suffer from noise while capturing and transmitting the image, such as quantum 

noise in X-ray, speckle noise in ultrasound images Rician noise in MRI images, so noise lie in images in which degrade quality of 

image and cause problems at the diagnostic stage. Noise removal is very important for denoising noise from these images. 

 The noise may be added or multiplied depending on the modality used to Capture the medical image. The noise which depends 

on the data like the quantum noise in X-ray imaging was modeled by Poisson distribution, and the speckle noise in ultrasound 

imaging was modeled by Rayleigh distribution, and the noise in MRI was modeled by the Rician distribution. Magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) has evolved considerably over the last few decades.  

 In practice, MRI signals are obtained in K-space, which is a multi-dimensional frequency-spatial translation of the usual 

Euclidian R-space. Signal reconstruction in spatial coordinates involves the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The phase encoding 

procedure does not provide complex conjugates for the corresponding positive and negative frequency values in the K-space. The 

reason is the noise and technical limitations of the system itself. Thus, R-space signals will be present in both orthogonal channels. 

To visualize this complex signal, many commercial MRI scanners have the size of an image.Because the DFT is a unitary 

transformation, the White Gaussian noise of the measured data is orthogonal signals are converted to white Gaussian noise in two 

orthogonal R-spatial signals. The magnitude of this complex signal is impaired by the Gaussian noise, which indicates the Rician 

distribution Noise. For this reason, distribute the White Rician as MR image the size of the generally accepted model noise.For 

this reason, here will distribute the White Rician as MR image the size of the generally accepted model noise. There are several 

techniques that are adapted to Rician noise. It is shown that in the case of high SNR (bright region), the rician noise is very well 

approximated by the Gaussian noise. 

II. CORRESPONDENCE OF MRI NOISE 

Most existing methods of removing MRI noise assume uncorrelation. Figure (a) shows the details of the slices from 3 dimensions 

Time of flight (TOF) magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) sequence. 
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(a)                         (b) 

Fig. 1: (a) the actual MR magnitude image details. (b) The average power spectral density of the corresponding noise allslices 

 This type of sequential process is typically used for image flowing blood inside human body by the arteries and veins. To capture 

the image process fast this sequence reduces number of encoding action process using K-space. Since the higher frequency 

information in the K-space before the inverse Fourier Transform is not sampled (set to zero), this technique can be used to obtain 

a lower resolution of the phase encode direction. The operators have that independency to choose a subsampling factor that causes 

the time to be divided by this factor. The effect on a magnified image is that the noise power spectral density(PSD) is cut off at a 

high horizontal frequency. In addition, it is observed that this cutoff is not perfect for a real MRI. For this reason the exact cutoff 

frequency. Therefore, for reducing the resolution of MR image it is not so easy because the noise is ideally white. So it cannot be 

assumed on the basis of size of MR images noise. 

III. SPECKLE AND RICIAN NOISE 

 Speckle Noise: 

Some important Points, structure, edges can be interpreted using many coherent imaging systems with the help of speckle noise. 

Therefore, to perform image processing task which involved segmentation, detection and classification helps for reduction of 

speckle. 

 Speckle noise is a coherent imaging object with different types of noise. The noise in the data transmission caused due to errors 

in transmission. This type of noise reduces the quality of the ultrasound image. Speckle noise follows a gamma distribution: 

   𝐹(𝑔) = [
𝑔∝−1

(∝−1)!𝑎∝ 𝑒
𝑔

𝑎]                                                     (1) 

Where,  

𝑎2=Variance 

∝= gamma distribution shape parameter  

𝑔 =Gray level value  

 Rician Noise: 

The MRI images which are affected because of noise that images are called as Rician noise. This noise is introduced for the 

magnitude image formation of the MRI data, according to the rice distribution function. The MRI image is converted into a 

magnitude image and a phase image using the details of the size and phase of and, respectively, from the k-space data obtained at 

the time of image acquisition. Various filters and, the filtering procedure were studied in order to obtain sufficient de-noising in 

the presence of the Rician noise. The corrupted Rician noise MR images arises from Gaussian noise in the original frequency 

domain measurement which is vary complicated process. The Rician noise density function probability for the corrupted image 

strength x is, 

𝑝(𝑥) =
𝑥

𝜎2 exp (−
𝑥2+𝐴2

2𝜎2 ) 𝐼0(
𝑥𝐴

𝜎2)                                    (2) 

Where, 

A= true intensity 

𝜎=deviation of the noise 

𝐼0=zeroth order Bessel function 
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IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The algorithm for the removal of Poisson noise in X-ray images and the removal of the rician noise in magnetic resonance images 

has been developed. The noise of these modalities does not follow the Gaussian distribution. The Poisson noise in the X-ray image 

follows the Poisson distribution, and the noise in the MR image is modeled as the rician noise. An algorithm using the discrete 

wavelet transform, The performance of the algorithm is measured using peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), universal quality index 

(UQI), structural similarity index (SSIM) measuring techniques [1]. 

 Reduce the noise from the medical images, a satellite image, etc., it is a challenge for researchers in the digital processing of the 

images. There are different methods and approaches for noise reduction. Generally, particle noise is commonly found in Aperture 

Bills radar images, satellite images, and medical images. The filtering processes are used for elimination of noise from digital 

images. Signal-noise ratio is used for measuring the Quantitative measurements and the sound level is measured by the standard 

deviation [2].  

 In medical imaging, medical images are degraded by different types of noise. It is very important to obtain accurate images to 

facilitate accurate observations for the given application. The elimination of noise from medical imaging is now a very difficult 

problem in the field of medical imaging. Most methods of noise reduction are well known, and generally it is  based on the local 

statistics of a medical image, are not effective for the noise reduction of the medical image. Here the median filter is modified by 

adding more characteristics and results are also compared with the other three image filtering algorithms. The quality of the output 

images is measured by the measures of statistical quantity: signal-maximum noise ratio (PSNR), the signal-noise ratio (SNR) and 

root mean square error (RMSE) [3].  

 A nonlinear filtering method for Rician noise can cope with the signal-dependent behavior of the noise and provides good de-

noising with excellent edge retention. A nonlinear filter based on the homomorphic filter characteristics is designed to cope with 

the noise in the MR image. The proposed filter was applied to synthetic images and MR images of particular cartilage. The 

effectiveness of the proposed filtering method is verified by computing the PSNR and SSIM indexes of the images. The proposed 

nonlinear filter improves the picture quality observed from the PSNR value of the image and performs good noise removal.  

 Many human body parts digital Medical images are taken  for the test of noise reduction technology. The results of NSCT gives 

good PSNR values for random and impulse noise. DD-DTCWT has the function of good noise suppression for speckle and rician 

noise. NSCT and DD-DTCWT correspond well to images affected by Poisson noise. The highest PSNR values obtained against 

salt and pepper and additive white gas noise. 

  In image processing, due to different types of image noises medical images are destroyed. To get a exact picture and for 

observing the accurate images and correspondence. Removal of noise from medical images is very hard problem in the field of 

medical imaging. Here use three kinds of filters as an average filter [6]. Bilateral filtering was carried out, the formulation and 

execution are easy, but the performance depends on some parameters. Therefore, to obtain optimal results, it is necessary to 

estimate the parameters. Bilateral filtering is applied to medical images degraded by additive White Gaussian noise with different 

values of variance [7]. 

 A new method for noise filtering in images for Rician model, So derive a (new) closed-form solution of the linear least-mean-

squared error (LMMSE) estimator for this distribution. Automatic noise power is estimate using a series of methods which are 

used for noise reduction. The sample distribution information in the local statistics of the image, such as local variance, local 

average, and local mean square values used in this method. Therefore, dynamic estimation of noise leads to recursive versions of 

LMMSE that show good performance both in noise cleaning and in function storage [8]. 

 A new statistical distribution is introduced to model the non-Rayleigh amplitude statistics, which are formed as a composite 

distribution of the rice distribution and the inverse Gaussian distribution. The RiIg distribution is the new model so on the 

theoretical basis this method presents an algorithm for estimation of parameters in the data. The modeling ability of the riIg 

distribution was tested by fitting the model to the histograms generated from segments of medical ultrasound images and single-

Look SAR images. Finally, the maximum posteriori (map) speckle filter was constructed using the RiIg model [9].  

 Ultrasound images provide clinicians with real-time images that can help them in diagnosis with low cost, planning, and therapy. 

However, although the clinicians can obtain meaningful information from these medical images, A speckle-reduced anisotropic 

diffusion filter to facilitate the automatic processing of images. The characteristics of the numerical scheme associated with this 

filter are analyzed using a semi-explicit scheme. This filter is then extended to the anisotropic diffusion of the matrix, allowing 

different levels of filtering in the image's contour and in the principal curvature direction. As the basis of the diffusion matrix, the 

relationship between the selection of the gradient and the local direction dispersion of the image intensity which can justify the 

direction of the main curvature and the local geometry of the image is shown [10]. 

 To reduce Speckle Noise and the segmentation option of the lesion in the OCT image is emphasized. To begin with, the 

comparison of the general speckle reduction filter was shown. These filtering algorithms evaluate the ability to measure different 

methods to reduce background noise from the original image. Qualitative and quantitative results are reported. Then apply image 

segmentation to the image of multiple teeth. The evaluation of dental caries and the possibility of the regression analysis on the 

high-strength response region by the appropriate threshold processing. Our results show that the Rotational kernel transform (RKT) 

filter of a 9×9 kernel size is required for noise reduction and subsequent feature segmentation analysis. 

 In the image processing, it is expected that the performance of qualitative inspection and quantitative image analysis technology 

of the image is improved by the restoration. Propose an adaptation of a non-local (NL) mean filter for speckles, ultrasound (US) 
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image reduction. Using the Bayesian framework originally developed for additive White Gaussian noise, it is proposed to derive 

NL mean filters that are compatible with The Associated ultrasonic noise model [12]. 

Two new models for eliminating the multiplicative noise based on the sum are proposed based ongeneralized variation (TGV) 

penalty. The regularization of TGV proved to be able to remove the staircase artifact by mathematically noticing the higher order 

smoothness. In addition, an efficient algorithm for solving the TGV-based optimization problem has been developed. Numerical 

experiments show that the proposed method can achieve both visually and quantitatively the columns-of-the result. In particular, 

the method is superior to the TV-based algorithm in the case of high image smoothness [13]. 

 A strategy for filtering the diffusion tensor magnetic resonance image to address these problems is presented. This method is 

the largest posterior estimation technique that works directly on the diffusion-weighted image and it accounts for the bias 

introduced by Rician noise. Rician noise is explained by the data likelihood terms that are combined before spatial smoothing. This 

method, and a method of filtering the diffusion-weighted image, including a method of operating directly on the diffusion tensor, 

it is preferable with some other approaches.[14] 

 The two-step noise removal procedure, in which the bias is removed from the image of the size of the Square and it denies itself 

the square root of this image in the wavelet region. This noise removal step takes into account the noise correlation, but the 

distinction is insignificant from the wavelet coefficients. The estimated statistics of wavelet coefficients of these two classes are 

used in the Bayesian estimator.[15] 

V. CONCLUSION 

Here in this proposed paper the study about the Speckle Noise and Rician Noise is done. In today’s real time world the Removal 

of noise from medical images is currently very difficult problem in the field of medical imaging for ultrasound images and MRI 

images. Due to incesing demands over the last few decades. With the rise of fast acquisition technology as used in functional MRI 

for instance. 
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